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An introduction to the infamous hodag lore starring Happy the Hodag & Buddy the Bulldog. A

rhyming read-to-me picture book for kids about the elusive Hodag, a cute and lovable twist on

the lumberjack lore of the Northwoods.

Book DescriptionA highly engaging look at friends, foes and all the gray areas in between. --

This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside FlapWWII, track and field, running,

friendship, bullies, rural, 1940s, military, war, historical, prisoner of war, German --This text

refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverWWII, track and field, running, friendship,

bullies, rural, 1940s, military, war, historical, prisoner of war, German --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorAndreas Oertel has travelled all over the world and had a

hundred different jobs -- everything from rickshaw driver to health inspector -- but his favourite

occupation is writing. His middle grade fiction is critically acclaimed and has been nominated

for several awards, including the Silver Birch Award, Manitoba Young Reader's Choice Award,

and Charlotte Award. Andreas spends much of his free time visiting schools, and in 2012 and

2013 he was Writer in Residence at Lac du Bonnet's Centennial School. He lives with his wife,

Diane, next to the Lee River in Manitoba. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Derrick Small, “Beautifully wrapped and extras!. My son is obsessed with Hodags since our

visit to Rhinelander this summer. I got this book and another Hodag tale for him. They arrived

wrapped as if I had bought them in a boutique with hodag stickers and tattoos included. I think

my son was more excited about these, but we immediately sat down and read the books. He

loves them and they will become part of our nightly winddown from now on!”

Alex M, “Fun in the Woods. What a fantastic book! The author has taken a legendary creature

and cuddled him up for the kids, alongside his pal; great artwork, and great for all ages...ok,

really for kids, but a fun interpretation of the famous Hodag from Rhinelander, Wisconsin! Go

Hodags!”

The book by Jill Kuczmarski has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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